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Moderato

Spring-time
Strang-est

young man's fancy turns to thoughts of love;
thing to me, I thought I'd never fall;
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lover’s vows are sworn by stars above,
eagerly I’m answering love’s call.

Many springs have come and gone for me But now I’m caught with-
Always wondered how one feels and how it really seems, And

poco rall.
in the spell of love’s desire; I’m waiting to be taught.
now that it has come to me, I’m sure it’s just a dream.

poco rall.
CHORUS

Your eyes have flashed their message
Of love that is to be,
Your lips have smiled your answer
The meaning I can see;

I've
searched the wide world over
For

someone good and true,
But the

long, long trail is ended now.
There's

no one just like you.
Your you.

There's No One
ROSITA
A Spanish Love Song
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This beautiful Spanish Love Song is winning the hearts of all music lovers and its alluring fascination has made it a favorite wherever music is sung or played. One must really have the complete copy to enjoy its charm.

REFRAIN

Soul of my soul, hear my gay serenade,

Deep in my heart I will always adore you.
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